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Abstract

The lake-level record from Tulare Lake, CA has been shown to provide valuable constraints on late Pleistocene and Holocene channelized runoff from the Sierra Nevada mountain range into the San Joaquin Valley of California, one of the world’s most prolific agricultural centers. This project focuses on the use of magnetic properties of the Tulare Lake sediments in order to test previous results by dating the sediments and determining the relative lake level at the time of deposition. Toward this end, sediments exposed by a trench dug in the southeastern end of the Tulare Lake bed in the Poso Canal were sampled for magnetic analyses. Shallowing lake conditions were identified leading up to a prominent unconformity from magnetic mineralogy and grain size indicators, primarily decreasing ARM/IRM and S-Ratio values suggesting coarser grain sizes and more oxidizing conditions. Approximately half of the samples possessed well-behaved paleomagnetic directions suitable for paleomagnetic secular variation dating. The results indicate that the sediments below the unconformity were deposited approximately 7600-6700 $^{14}$C years ago (~7600 to 8500 cal yr B.P.), and the sediments above the unconformity were deposited approximately 2200-500 $^{14}$C years ago. The ages of the corresponding sediments are consistent with the time intervals during which lake level was predicted to be above the elevation of the Poso Canal site before and after a mid-Holocene regression.

1. Introduction

The Tulare Lake bed is located in the southern San Joaquin Valley, in Kings County California (Figure 1). Its central coordinates are 36.00 °N, 119.72 °W and it covers
approximately 1600 square kilometers. Currently dry due to agriculture diversion, Tulare Lake was the largest fresh water lake west of the Great Lakes with respect to area, with depths reaching up to 12 meters [Preston, 1981]. The Kings, Kaweah, Tule, and Kern Rivers feed the Tulare Lake basin from the Sierra Nevada and discharge from these rivers controls Tulare Lake-levels as shown by hydrologic balance models [Atwater et al., 1986]. Tulare lake-level is therefore controlled by climate-driven changes in the Sierran precipitation and runoff. This hypothesis is further supported by the consistency of this lake-level history over the past 10,000 years with other paleo-lake records from south-central California [Bacon et al., 2006; Negrini et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2012]. The purpose of this project was to test previous lake-level records obtained from exposures and core from the western edge of the lake by studying the magnetic properties of the Tulare Lake sediments from the south-east side of this large lake basin. The paleomagnetic secular variation (PSV) method [e.g., Bradley, 1999] was used to date these new exposures toward testing their predicted ages above and below an unconformity that represents a middle Holocene lowstand of the lake, predicted by previous work. In addition, magnetic properties of sediments were investigated to determine the composition, concentration, and grain-size of magnetic minerals, which are used as proxies for lake conditions, flood events and regional climate change [Evans and Heller, 2003].

2. Previous Work

Building upon earlier works by Davis [1999] and Atwater et al. [1986], Negrini et al. [2006] used stratigraphy and radiocarbon dating primarily from trench exposures on the west side of the lake basin (Figure 1) to constrain several major fluctuations in Tulare Lake level throughout the Holocene. Blunt [2013] elaborated on this by constraining the lake level in the
north-western part of Tulare Lake using geochemical and geophysical data and primarily with clay percent, where higher clay percent corresponds to deeper lake conditions. Both of the above studies identified a middle Holocene lowstand wherein the lake surface rarely, if ever, reached an elevation higher than 61-62 masl from ~7500 to 3000 cal yr B.P. At the other end of the basin at a slightly higher elevation (63-64 masl), Jackson et al. [2014] used lithologic descriptions and radiocarbon dating from an exposure dug into the side of the Poso Canal to help constrain lake level. Radiocarbon dating was problematic, as there was significant variation in the dates returned from the bulk sediment, gastropod shells, anodonta shells, and charcoal, which was likely due to a varying reservoir effect in the lake [Philippsen, 2013]. Though the radiocarbon dating was problematic, the most reliable ages (from charcoal) in Jackson et al. [2014] revealed an unconformity (Figure 2) associated with absence of deposition during the middle Holocene lowstand identified by the previous studies. The unconformity lies within a coarse-grained unit with abundant shell fragments. It separates units consisting of lacustrine silts and clays. There is also no evidence supporting any large scale deformation, such as slumps or folds [Jackson et al., 2014]. The purpose of the present study is to better constrain the age of the lowstand represented by the unconformity by comparing a PSV record from the sediments below and above the unconformity with a previously published, well dated PSV record from the western U.S., the Fish Lake, Oregon record [Verosub et al., 1987] (Figure 2). The PSV ages correspond to the predicted dates from the highest lake levels shown by Blunt [2013] and Blunt and Negrini [in press] with clay percent. The previous work is summarized in Figure 2.

3. Methods
This project focuses on sediments from a trench that was dug in the southern Tulare lake bed in the Poso Canal (Figure 2). The Poso Canal site is approximately 63-64 masl [Jackson et al. 2014] and is in a sub-basin of the lake separated from its main body by a sand spit (Figure 1). The total stratigraphic depth sampled in the trench was approximately four meters. On top of the sampled section were two meters of road-fill. Samples were taken continuously at two-centimeter spacing, and oriented in the field using a Brunton compass. Magnetizations of these samples were measured at the UC Davis Paleomagnetics Laboratory and the Institute for Rock Magnetism laboratories in Minnesota to determine environmental magnetic properties and paleomagnetic vector components. At UC Davis, discrete samples were measured in their original plastic containers using 2G Enterprises 755-1.65UC DC SQUID Superconducting Rock Magnetometer. The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) was measured after alternating field demagnetization (AFD) at steps of 0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,50,60,80 and 100 mT. Anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) and isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) were also measured after the same set of demagnetization steps. S-ratio measurements of 100 mT and -30 mT were also done at UC Davis. At the Institute for Rock Magnetism laboratories, a set of samples was crushed and put into small capsules or beakers to be analyzed. These samples are representative of depths throughout the studied interval. A Princeton Measurements vibrating sample magnetometer was used to measure the magnetic saturation ($M_s$), the saturation remanence ($M_r$), the coercivity ($H_c$), and the coercivity of remanence ($H_{cr}$). A KappaBridge susceptibility meter was used to determine the temperature dependent susceptibility. Susceptibilities were measured at different frequencies with a MAGNON variable frequency susceptibility meter, which was used for identifying superparamagnetic grains. A Quantum
Designs magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS) measured magnetization vs temperature with varying magnetic fields; this was used for magnetic mineral identification.

4. Sediment Magnetization

4.1 Demagnetization of NRM

Approximately half of the samples possessed well-behaved paleomagnetic directions, as defined by stable, single-component magnetizations, indicated by linear decay to the origin of orthogonal magnetization components over a range of AFD treatments when plotted on a Zijderveld diagram [Zijderveld, 1967] (Figure 3). There is commonly a viscous magnetic overprint [Tauxe et al., 2010], which is demagnetized by 10 mT AFD.

4.2 Paleomagnetism and Rock Magnetism vs Depth

The paleomagnetic and rock magnetic data vs depth are summarized in Figure 4. The declination and inclination are shown for the sections where rock magnetic and demagnetization properties indicate stable directions. The NRM, IRM, ARM, susceptibility and NRM/ARM all show significantly increased values leading up to the unconformity, while the ARM/IRM and S-Ratio show significantly decreasing values leading up to the unconformity.

4.3 Other Rock Magnetism

The temperature vs magnetization results from the MPMS were consistent throughout the measured interval and a representative sample is shown (Figure 5). The presence of magnetite is indicated, by the 120 K transition, which corresponds to the Verwey transition temperature of magnetite [Özdemir and Dunlop, 1993] and goethite, by the negative slope on the room
temperature (RT) remanence curves [Bilardello and Jackson, 2013]. The uncorrected hysteresis loops had a steep positive slope indicating a strong paramagnetic component, which is likely due to the high volume of clays in the sediment [Sandgren and Snowball, 2001, Tauxe et al. 2010]. The corrected loop shows the magnetic contribution of all ferrimagnetic grains (Figure 6). There was no apparent variation of the loops throughout the interval, and a representative sample is shown. The tightness of the loops supports pseudo-single domain grain size, while loop closure under ± 200 mT supports a magnetite mineralogy [Tauxe et al., 2010]. Figure 7 is a Day plot with the boundaries from Day et al. [1977] shown. While all of the samples fall within the pseudo-single domain boundaries, this is typical of natural samples [Tauxe et al., 2010], but there is a trend between decreasing $M_r/M_s$ values and decreasing stability of the NRM. The samples from below the unconformity generally have the highest $M_r/M_s$ values and show the most stable NRM, while the samples for this study that fell below 0.1 $M_r/M_s$ had unstable NRM and were not able to be successfully used for PSV correlation. None of the samples that were measured showed any susceptibilities that were frequency dependent, which indicated the absence of any superparamagnetic grains. The temperature-dependent susceptibility data (Figure 8), shows a distinct change in behavior at approximately 3m depth, which corresponds to the unconformity; for samples below the unconformity the cooling curves mirror the heating curves, while for samples above the unconformity the cooling curve has increased values compared to the heating curve, and this increase starts at approximately 580 degrees Celsius, which is the Curie temperature for magnetite [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997]. This suggests that above the unconformity a new mineral is present that converts to magnetite upon heating. However, Minyuk et al. [2013] show this could also be caused by the presence of arsenic in the sediments.
beneath the unconformity but not directly above, since arsenic suppresses the formation of magnetite [Minyuk et al., 2013].

5. Environmental Magnetism Implications

Magnetic grain size increases upsection, which is inferred from decreasing ARM/IRM values [Evans and Heller, 2003] (Figure 9), and corresponds to periods of lake shallowing, as coarser grains are generally deposited in shallower water [Boggs, 2006]. Larger percentages of hematite, which is recognized by lower S-ratio values, also could correspond to lower lake levels, since magnetite is more likely to oxidize to hematite in shallower, more oxidized water [Evans and Heller, 2003]. The stratigraphy does not show evidence of an influx of soil-derived particles into the lake sediments, nor that extensive soil development had occurred on the lake sediments themselves, and this is supported by the fact that none of the samples showed frequency-dependent susceptibilities, which are characteristic of superparamagnetic grains [Evans and Heller, 2003].

6. Paleomagnetic Secular Variation Dating

Sediments from Poso Canal demonstrated stable, single-component vector data, and therefore the inclination and declination are compared with a reference record for western North America [Lund, 1996], specifically Fish Lake Oregon [Verosub et al., 1986]. The Fish Lake record was chosen for comparison because of its proximal location, approximately 900 km north of Tulare Lake (Figure 1). Relative paleointensity was not used for correlation because the samples from this study do not show uniform grain sizes or mineralogy (Figure 4), both of which are needed for reliable intensity correlations [Tauxe et al., 2010]. There are stable directions in
two sections: one section occurs in Unit 1 and the other section occurs in Unit 4 (Figure 2). The sediments from above the unconformity had exaggerated amplitudes, and therefore a Gaussian smoothing function was applied to facilitate correlation. The results indicate that the sediments below the unconformity were deposited approximately 7600-6700 $^{14}$C years ago (~7600 to 8500 cal yr B.P.), and the sediments above the unconformity were deposited approximately 2200-500 $^{14}$C years ago. (Figure 10).

7. Conclusion

This project set out to date the Tulare Lake sediments in order to test the interpretation of a middle Holocene unconformity and its predicted age (Negrini et al., 2006; Jackson et al., 2014; Blunt and Negrini, in press), and was successful in doing so. The sediments above were predicted to be no younger than 7500 cal yr B.P. and the sediment above, no older than ~3000 cal yr B.P. The finding of this study demonstrated that the sediments below were deposited approximately from ~7600 to 8500 cal yr B.P., and the sediments above the unconformity were deposited approximately 2200-500 cal yr B.P.. This project was also able to recognize shallowing lake conditions leading up to an unconformity from magnetic mineralogy and grain size indicators, primarily decreasing ARM/IRM and S-Ratio values.
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Figure 1. Location of Tulare Lake and simplified geologic map modified from Page [1986]. The Poso Canal Site is located in the southeast part of the lake, and is marked by a star. The work from Blunt [2013] was conducted on core sediments from the northwest part of the lake; the coring site is shown as a diamond on the map. The location of the site corresponding to the Fish Lake paleomagnetic secular variation record is shown in the inset.

Figure 2. Previous work context. The Poso Canal outcrop photo is shown, along with the stratigraphic units characterized by Jackson et al. [2014]. The unconformity lies within a coarse-grained unit with abundant shell fragments. It separates units consisting of lacustrine silts and clays. The PSV record from Fish Lake [Verosub et al., 1986] is also shown. The age predicted for the oldest sediments above the unconformity and the youngest sediments below the unconformity are indicated, as well as the depths at which PSV dating was successful for this study. The PSV ages from the present study correspond to the predicted ages that were derived from the highest lake levels shown by the clay percent proxy in Blunt [2013]. The 45% clay line
plotted in the Figure is shown to indicate the depth above which there was predicted to be
deposition at the Poso Canal site, as well as the corresponding time intervals.

Figure 3. Paleomagnetic demagnetization graphs. The Poso Canal samples from Units 1 and 4
(3a and 3c) demagnetize pseudo-exponentially and have single-component Zijderveld plots
[Zijderveld, 1967] that show linear decay to the origin, behaviors which indicates stable
magnetizations. The samples taken from elsewhere in the section (e.g., a sample from the
unconformity layer shown here) do not possess those characteristics.

Figure 4. Magnetic data vs depth. The declination and inclination are shown for the sections
where PSV correlation was successful for dating. The location of the unconformity is
highlighted. The NRM, IRM, ARM, susceptibility and NRM/ARM all show significantly
increased values leading up to the unconformity, while the ARM/IRM and S-Ratio show
significantly decreasing values leading up to the unconformity. NRM/ARM, NRM/IRM, and
NRM/k are not sufficiently consistent to allow for their use as relative paleointensity estimators.

Figure 5. Magnetization vs temperature. The 120 K transition, which corresponds to the Verwey
transition temperature of magnetite [Özdemir and Dunlop, 1993], indicates significant magnetite
within the samples, and the presence of goethite is indicated by the negative slope on the (RT)
remanence curves [Bilardello and Jackson, 2013].

Figure 6. Hysteresis loop. The tightness of the loops supports pseudo-single domain grain size,
while loop closure under ± 200 mT supports a magnetite mineralogy [Tauxe et al., 2010].
Figure 7. Day plot with boundaries from Day et al. [1977] shown. All of the samples fall within the pseudo-single domain boundaries, as is typical of natural samples [Tauxe et al., 2010]. The samples from Unit 1 are shown in oval A, while the samples from Unit 4 are shown in oval B. In addition, the samples for this study that fell below 0.1 $M_r/M_s$ were not able to be successfully used for PSV correlation.

Figure 8. Temperature-dependent susceptibility graphs. The Poso Canal location shows two distinct behaviors, and representative samples from above and below the unconformity are shown; the cooling curves mirror the heating curves for samples below the unconformity, while for samples above the unconformity the cooling curve has increased values compared to the heating curve, and this increase starts at approximately 580 degrees Celsius, which is the Curie temperature for magnetite [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997]. This suggests that magnetite was created in the heating of those samples.

Figure 9. ARM/IRM and S-Ratio vs Depth. The location of the unconformity is highlighted. For the ARM/IRM graph; lower values indicate larger grain size [Evans and Heller, 2003], which is interpreted as shallower lake conditions as the sediments approach the unconformity from below. For the S-Ratio graph; lower values indicate increasing hematite [Evans and Heller, 2003], which is likely due to oxidation from lower lake levels or exposure to the surface.

Figure 10. Paleomagnetic Secular Variation correlation. The data from this study is shown next to, and at the same declination and inclination scales as, the reference data [Verosub et al. 1986].
The zero degree line for declination and a line showing the expected geocentric axial dipole inclination for the two sites are shown. The data from above the unconformity is shown both as individual data points and as smoothed-fit lines. The results indicate that the sediments below the unconformity were deposited approximately 7600-6700 $^{14}$C years (~7600 to 8500 cal yr B.P.) ago, and the sediments above the unconformity were deposited approximately 2200-500 $^{14}$C years ago.
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